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Peek A Boo Zoo
Fold-down flaps allow readers to discover who is playing peek-a-boo in the zoo.
Join in the fun with a visit to the zoo and say BOO! to all your favourite animals in
The Boo Zoo, a chunky board book with large fold-out flaps from Rod Campbell,
creator of the bestselling preschool classic, Dear Zoo. At the Boo Zoo the animals
like to play Boo! Do you want to play too? Toddlers will love opening the large foldout flaps to reveal the favourite zoo animals behind each one - then say 'BOO!' With
bright, colourful artwork, a catchy repeated refrain and a whole host of favourite
animals to meet, little ones will love lifting the large card flaps to play peekaboo with
all the animals at the zoo.
Whether used for thematic story times, program and curriculum planning, readers'
advisory, or collection development, this updated edition of the well-known
companion makes finding the right picture books for your library a breeze. • Offers
easy subject access to children's picture books • Features a user-friendly
organization • Provides in-depth indexing and full bibliographic detail
Guck mal, wer da ist: Im Zoo
Awesome Aspyn Plays Peek-A-Boo At The Zoo
Creative Resources for the Early Childhood Classroom
Peek-a-boo Zoo
A rhyming story that takes baby on a trip to see the animals in the zoo while teaching
the game of peekaboo.
Kids will love playing peek-a-boo with all the different animals at the zoo in this cute
book! Peek-a-boo baby, peek-a-boo zoo! Lemur's playing peek-a-boo, why don't you
play too? Join in the fun with curious Lemur and see who's hiding behind the cut-out
holes. A pair of eyes peeks through each page as Lemur finds out who's hiding,
including a panda, a parrot, a kangaroo, and a monkey. The last spread, which is
hidden by many different die-cuts, reveals a whole zoo of characters! Kids will love
playing peek-a-boo and revealing Jane Cabrera's adorable animal illustrations!
Zoos are important and popular tourist attractions. Spread around the world, they are
typically located in major cities, with visitation levels comparable to other major
attractions. Nature-based attractions constructed in artificial settings, they face the
challenge of trying to balance potentially conflicting aims of conservation, education
and entertainment. The best are continually developing fresh and effective techniques
on visitor interpretation and management, the worst highlight the manipulation of
animals for human gratification. Taking a global approach, this book examines the
problems and paradoxes of zoos as they try to balance their roles as visitor attractions
while repositioning themselves as leading conservation agencies. "This book provides a
detailed and critical examination of the conflicting roles and identities of the modern
zoo from a tourism perspective and as such reminds us that zoos are as much about the
people who visit them as about the animals that they display. At a time when they are
under continual critical scrutiny, this book delivers a fresh approach to our
understanding and appreciation of zoos and of the challenges and opportunities that
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they face as they strive to remain relevant within modern society." Andrew Tribe,
University of Queensland, Australia
Babys erstes Schiebebuch: Tiere
The Boo Zoo
Baby's Very First Lift-The-Flap: Peek-a-Boo at the Zoo
Jack and Jill Visit the Zoo

Peekaboo Zoo is a fun and interactive book from Ladybird, full of surprises! Peekaboo Zoo is a
lovely first lift-the-flap book for babies and young toddlers. Turn each page to find a wild animal
hidden under a flap. Read the funny, rhyming text and try to guess which animal is hidden!
There is a mirror on the last page, so baby can have the excitement of finding themselves in
the picture! The classic game of peekaboo is brought to life in this gorgeous book, perfect as a
gift for babies and young children. Ladybird publishes the very best books for babies and
toddlers - colourful and engaging, they encourage early interaction with books and the wider
world. Watch your little one have fun and learn with Ladybird from their very first book until they
start school. Look out for the classic Ladybird series - there is a Ladybird book for every age
and every stage. Baby Touch; Toddler Touch; Busy; First Favourite Tales; Read It Yourself;
Topsy and Tim; Key Words With Peter and Jane
Which animal will you meet today? First, read the story in Spanish. Then, flip to the next page
and read it again in English. Comparing words in both languages helps early readers with
comprehension and literacy. Plus, bright animal illustrations encourage a love of storytime.
Squawk, squawk! Roar, roar! Peekaboo who? There are friendly zoo animals hiding under the
lift-the-flaps in this noisy board book! Curious children will love to peep through the holes in the
eight big flaps, guess which animals are underneath, then lift them up to see if they are right.
And busy fingers won't be able to resist pressing the sound buttons time and time again to
listen to the noise made by four of their favorite zoo friends. With a handle for lift-the-flap, carryalong, noisy animal fun!
Peek-A-Boo Zoo
Noisy Peekaboo: Zoo
"Lieber Zoo ..."
The Peek-a-Boos at the Zoo

Peek-a-boo! What can you see? The classic game of peek-a-boo is brought to life
in these two very first lift-the-flap books. Babies will love to turn the soft cloth
pages to see a face or an animal hidden behind a shaped flap - then play peek-aboo as they lift the flap to find out who is underneath.
Peek-a-boo is Baby's favorite game, and what better place to play than at the
zoo? From silly monkeys to trumpeting elephants, Daddy and Baby meet all
kinds of animals. This book by second-time author Kimberly Dixon is a fun way
for children to learn about different types of animals and the sounds they make.
Children will explore fun facts about different zoo animals with this colorful book
featuring real photographs and sounds. Studies show that young learners find it
easier to associate real-life animals to photographs than to illustrations. Did you
know a family of lions is called a pride? Or, that the cheetah is the fastest land
animal. From a lion to a parrot, this book teaches children about all of their furry
zoo friends! Other books in the Photo Fun Fact Series includes: Monster
Machines, Rescue Ready, and Barnyard Babies.
Conservation, Education, Entertainment?
Usborne Fühlbücher, ab 6 Monaten
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Peek A Boo At the Zoo: Babys Very First Lift the Flap
Peek-a-zoo!

Who's that hiding underneath the flap? Lift it up to see who's waiting to say peekaboo! These first
animal books for babies and toddlers have ten big flaps to lift, each die cut with a hole which peeps
through to an animal pattern so that children can guess which animal the pattern belongs to, then lift the
flap to see if they are right. Fun, interactive books to help children discover zoo animals, and develop
their matching skills.
Ein Bilderbuch, das in Kisten, Kästen, Käfigen und Körben, die sich aufklappen lassen, eine Anzahl
Tiere aus dem Zoo anreisen lässt. Ab 2.
Nächtliche Entführung aus dem Zoo: Der Zoowärter dreht seine Runde im Zoo und wünscht allen Tieren
eine gute Nacht. Dabei bemerkt er nicht, dass ihm der schlaue Gorilla den Schlüsselbund entwendet.
Dieser trottet ihm hinterher und entlässt ein Tier nach dem anderen klammheimlich aus dessen Käfig.
Vom Elefanten bis zum Gürteltier folgen nun alle Tiere dem müden Wärter bis in sein Schlafzimmer, wo
sich alle gemütlich schlafen legen. Als die Wärtersfrau ihrem Schatz gute Nacht wünscht, antwortet die
ganze Tierschar darauf höflich. Die Frau erschrickt und bringt pflichtbewusst alle Ausreisser zurück in
ihre Käfige, ausser dem gefitzten Gorilla, der es wieder schafft, sich bei den Eheleuten genüsslich
einzunisten. Ein lustiges Zoonachbereitungs- und Einschlafpappbuch mit köstlichen Bildern, das mit
wenigen Worten sehr aussagekräftig ist und in Amerika bereits zu einem Riesenerfolg wurde.
Wunderbar auch schon für die Kleinsten ein wahrer Bilderbuchschatz. Ab 3 Jahren, ausgezeichnet,
Silvia Zanetti.
Peek-a-Boo Zoo
Das ist nicht mein Hündchen...
Peek-A-Boo Baby: Zoo
Babys allererstes Fühlbuch mit Klappen
"Hush little monkey, time now for bed. See the lion resting his sleepy head?" Sing
along with the story of a playful monkey who isn't quite ready for bed! Adorable
animal illlustrations accompany the printed lyrics, and an attached music-box
module plays the traditional melody. Turn the dial a little or a lot to see the
picture wheel move with the music!
Introduces words relating to zoos and animals in a story about a man playing peeka-boo with the animals in a zoo.
Lift the flaps and play peek-a-boo with Joyce Wan's animals at the zoo! From the
adorable world of Joyce Wan comes a sweet animal board book filled with large
lift-the-flaps! Join in on the classic game of peek-a-boo with a lion, a bear, and
more zoo animals by lifting the flaps to reveal each cute creature's joyful face. A
perfect board book read aloud with a simple interactive component babies and
toddlers will love.
A to Zoo: Subject Access to Children's Picture Books, 10th Edition
Junior Peek-a-Boo Zoo
Peekaboo Zoo!
Peek a Boo! Zoo
Play peek-a-boo with penguin, lemur, meerkats, giraffe and frog in this delightful book for babies. Lift the
sturdy flaps to reveal the friendly animals around the zoo.
An animal-themed board book with multiple novelties: a four-button sound bar, integrated lift-the-flaps and
a carry handle. Each page has a big flap to lift with a peekaboo hole showing part of an animal underneath children will have fun guessing what the animal is, then lifting the flap to see if they are right. Sound bar has
four buttons to press so that children can listen to and learn the noise made by four of the animals featured in
the book. Handle allows lift-the-flap, carry-along noisy animal fun. As well as helping babies and toddlers
learn about animals, promote multiple early skills including speech development and hand-eye coordination.
Vivid photographs and easy to read text will engage children of all ages as they learn about zoo animals! Kids
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will learn that a family of lions is called a pride and that the cheetah is the fastest land animal in this colorful,
factual book!
Guck mal, wer da ist! So wohnen Tiere
Gute Nacht, Gorilla!
Peek-A-Boo at the Zoo
Peek-a-boo at the Zoo [board Book]

Early childhood educators around the world use this best
seller to plan daily curriculum and classroom activities.
The book contains 76 different themes ranging from Ants to
Zoo Animals, presented in alphabetical order. Content for
each theme includes the following sections: Curriculum
Flowchart, Theme Goals, Concepts for Children to Learn,
Vocabulary, Bulletin Board Ideas, Sample Parent Letter, Arts
and Crafts, Cooking, Dramatic Play, Field Trips,
Fingerplays/Chants, Group Time, Science, Math, Sensory,
Large Motor, Fine Motor, Social Studies, Books, Recordings
and Song Titles, and Technology/Multimedia Resources. The
updated book sections for each theme include hundreds of new
children's literature references with a special emphasis on
multicultural selections. In addition, the new Sixth Edition
includes a brand new four-color insert on Using the Digital
Camera in the Early Childhood Classroom. The text is
accompanied by a companion website that contains important
assessment tools, lesson plan forms, rainy day activities,
developmental checklists, classroom artifacts, and much
more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Peekaboo Zoo is a lovely first lift-the-flap book for babies
and young toddlers. Turn each page to find a wild animal
hidden under a flap. Read the funny, rhyming text and try to
guess which animal is hidden! There is a mirror on the last
page, so baby can have the excitement of finding themselves
in the picture! The classic game of peekaboo is brought to
life in this gorgeous book, perfect as a gift for babies and
young children.
Meet Awesome Aspyn, a little girl with a big spirt, who
loves her family and friends. Aspyn believes that education
is important, even at a young age. When it comes to
learning, Aspyn has all the tools to do just that. Awesome
Aspyn will surely help young children embrace their new
learning skills, and encourage them to want to learn more.
Come along the adventures of fun and educational of ABC's,
Shapes, Colors and, the adventures of going to the zoo, and
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much more. Up and coming author, La'Tosha Price welcomed her
new character "Awesome Aspyn" in her beloved children's
book, "Awesome Aspyn Plays Peek-A-Boo at the Zoo". Awesome
Aspyn is definitely a book that growing toddlers can grow
with, especially through introducing younger children to
more learn their numbers and colors and their ABC's. These
fun-filled short books emphasize the importance of
developing positive learning skills at an early age. Aspyn's
upbeat picture books, incorporated with some "awesomeness"
learning for your young toddler, will leave the readers with
some sense of fulfillment, and that is Awesome!!
Peek-a-boo at the Zoo
ab 6 Monate
A Peek-a-boo Book
Zoos and Tourism
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